Abstract. One constructs invariant Kähler structures on homogeneous spaces of certain classes of infinite-dimensional Lie groups. The main new classes of examples which fall under these general constructions are homogeneous spaces of certain Banach-Lie groups described by means of admissible pairs of ideals of compact operators on Hilbert spaces.
Introduction
The celebrated Borel-Weil Theorem has been recently extended to infinite-dimensional Lie groups modeled on real L * -algebras (see [Ne00] and also [Ne01] ). We recall (cf. [Ba72] ) that the latter object is a real involutive Banach-Lie algebra X whose underlying Banach space is in fact a Hilbert space with the scalar product ( · | · ) satisfying
z]).
A key step in the aforementioned extension is the construction of invariant Kähler structures on coadjoint orbits of the infinite-dimensional Lie groups under consideration.
It is the aim of the present note to construct Kähler homogeneous spaces of certain Banach-Lie groups which are more general than the L * -groups of [Ne00] , thus suggesting that there might exist an interesting representation theory for some new classes of infinite-dimensional Lie groups, which we call pseudorestricted groups (see Definitions 2.1 and 2.4 below). These include in particular groups constructed from ideals of compact operators which were less employed in Lie theory until now, more specifically Lorentz ideals.
In the present research, we keep close to the traditional method to study homogeneous spaces by working mainly on Lie algebra level (cf. e.g., [DN88] ). To pass beyond the realm of L * -groups, we have to avoid two difficulties: firstly, the existence of non-enlargible Banach-Lie algebras (see e.g., [EK64] ), and secondly, the fact that a closed subalgebra of a Banach-Lie algebra may have no closed complement (which is a key point in order to endow homogeneous spaces with charts making them into smooth manifolds). It turns out that both these points are most conveniently settled in our approach, which eventually leads to new classes of infinite-dimensional Kähler homogeneous spaces.
The main achievements of this work are:
1. a new enlargibility criterion for Banach-Lie algebras (Theorem 2.3), which actually concerns all central extensions of the algebra under consideration; 2. a method to construct Kähler polarizations of Banach-Lie algebras in certain vector-valued cocycles (Theorem 3.2); in other words, that method produces a complex polarization which works for several given cocycles, which extends the main result of [Be01] ; 3. a new class of infinite-dimensional Kähler homogeneous spaces, constructed from ideals of compact operators on Hilbert spaces (see Theorem 4.4 and Example 4.3).
We now introduce some notation. For Banach spaces X and Y over K ∈ {R, C}, we denote by X # and Y # their topological duals, respectively, and by
→ R is the duality pairing), and (c) for every a ∈ g we have (ad g a)
The elements of C + 0 (g) are called (injective) equivariant monotone operators. If A is a complex Banach space and z 0 is a real Banach space, we say that
For every real or complex Banach-Lie algebra Y we denote by Der(Y) the Banach-Lie algebra of its bounded derivations. For a real Banach-Lie algebra g, the canonical involution is defined by a → −a. A compact L * -algebra is a real L * -algebra whose involution is just the canonical one. For every real involutive Banach-Lie algebra g we denote by g C its complexification and, if it is not otherwise stated, we denote by a →ā the conjugation of g C whose set of fixed points is just g.
We conclude this Introduction by mentioning that proofs for all of the theorems in the present note can be found in [Be02a] .
Pseudo-restricted groups
The terminology of the following definition claims its origin from the restricted groups occurring in the theory of loop groups (see [PS90] ). 
endowed with the norm defined by
Then Y(Ψ, ι) is a subalgebra of Y which is a Banach-Lie algebra in its own right with respect to the norm · Y(Ψ,ι) .
In the same setting, it makes sense to define
Theorem 2.2. Let g be a real Banach-Lie algebra equipped with its canonical involution, z 0 a real Banach space, and ι ∈ C
and the Banach space underlying g is reflexive. Then ω Ψ,ι is a (z 0 ) # -valued continuous 2-cocycle of the real Banach-Lie algebra g(Ψ, ι), and
If moreover dim z 0 < ∞, then h Ψ,ι has a closed complement both in g and in g(Ψ, ι).
The proof of the next result makes essential use of the enlargibility criterion of [Pe88] and [Pe92] . (See [Be02b] for a "standard" proof of that criterion.) Theorem 2.3. If g is a real involutive Banach-Lie algebra with C + 0 (g) = ∅, then every Banach-Lie algebra which is a linearly split central extension of either g or g C is enlargible. Now, by Theorem 2.3 and the fact that a Banach-Lie algebra which is continuously embedded into an enlargible Banach-Lie algebra is in turn enlargible (see assertion ( * * * ) at page 22 in [EK64] ), we can make the following definition.
Definition 2.4. In the setting of Theorem 2.2, every Banach-Lie group whose Lie algebra is topologically isomorphic to the pseudo-restricted algebra g(Ψ, ι) is said to be a pseudo-restricted group associated to the triple (g, ι, Ψ).
Kähler polarizations
In order to construct complex structures on homogeneous spaces of pseudorestricted groups (see Theorem 4.4), we need Kähler polarizations in the sense of the following definition which extends the usual notion (see e.g., [Ne00] 
There exists a closed convex cone Γ in z such that Γ ∩ (−Γ) = {0} and
If moreover the injective operator
is invertible, then p is said to be a strong Kähler polarization of g in ω.
We now state our main theorem concerning existence of Kähler polarizations. The idea of joint spectrum (see e.g., [BS01] ) is essentially involved here, under the disguise of the support of a (joint) spectral measure. 
has the property that, for some spectral measure E on z with values in B(g C ), we have
Moreover, assume that the Banach space underlying g is reflexive and there exists a compact convex set C in z such that (−C) ∩ C = ∅ and
Then the following assertions hold. (i) The Banach-Lie algebra g can be endowed with an equivalent norm such that the map iΨ:
(ii) If A denotes the complexification of the pseudo-restricted algebra g(Ψ, ι), then A is invariant to E(δ) for every Borel subset δ of z and
is a spectral measure on z with values in B( A);
In the following corollary to Theorem 3.2, for a compact L * -algebra g with the scalar product ( · | · ), by the canonical equivariant monotone operator ι of g we mean the invertible operator ι: g # → g whose inverse is defined by 
Moreover,
is a z-valued continuous 2-cocycle of g and, if there exists a compact convex subset C of z such that (−C) ∩ C = ∅ and
then the following assertions hold.
Homogeneous spaces and operator ideals
Throughout the present section, H stands for a complex Hilbert space with the scalar product denoted by ( · | · ). In the next definition, we use the notion of Banach-Lie subgroup in the sense of [Up85] .
Definition 4.1. If z is a real Banach space and U is a real Banach-Lie group, then a weakly (respectively, strongly) Kähler homogeneous space of U of type z is a triple (M, Ω, I) satisfying the following conditions.
(a) There exists a Banach-Lie subgroup H of U with M = U/H, and Ω is a closed z-valued smooth 2-form on the manifold M , such that Ω is invariant under the natural action of U on M and is non-degenerate in the sense that, for every m ∈ M , the operator
is injective (respectively, for every m ∈ M , the operator α m is bijective). (b) The symbol I stands for a U -invariant complex structure on the manifold M such that, for every m ∈ M , we have
where 
The following definition describes a specific setting where we can obtain complex homogeneous spaces by means of Theorem 3.2 (see Theorem 4.4 and Corollary 4.5). We should point out that, in order to make things clear, this definition requires all of the properties needed in Theorem 4.4. Though, some of these properties follow by the others (see e.g., §1 in Chapter III in [GK69] ). 
For all x, y ∈ H we have x( · | y) ∈ J 0 and x( · | y)
T ∈ J 0 and K ∈ J 1 . Moreover, the bilinear functional
induces a vector space isomorphism of J 1 onto the topological dual of the Banach space (J 0 ,
The following example of admissible pair of ideals is based on duality theory for Lorentz ideals (see [GL74] and [Co88] ).
Example 4.3. Recall that, for all p, q ∈ (0, ∞), the corresponding Lorentz ideal is defined by 
In the next statement, for a two-sided self-adjoint ideal J of B(H), we denote
, where U(H) is the group of unitary operators on H. We note that, when J is equipped with a complete norm which is stronger than the operator norm, the set U J has a natural structure of real Banach-Lie group with the Lie algebra u J , such that the inclusion map U J → U(H) is a homomorphism of real Banach-Lie groups. We also recall the notation S for the commutant of some S ⊆ B(H) (i.e., S is the set of all bounded linear operators on H which commute with each element of S). 
and then
Then the following assertions hold. The following corollary is obtained by means of Corollary 3.3, and extends Theorem VII.6 in [Ne00] . 
